Guidelines for Book Reviewers

*HoST- Journal of History of Science and Technology*

Book reviewers are kindly asked to read carefully these guidelines before submitting their contributions.

The book review should include a brief summary of the book's contents and intended readership, provide historiographical context, evaluate the book's strengths and weaknesses, and assess its overall significance for the history of science, technology and medicine. If the review is of a collection of essays or a symposium volume, please assess the contribution of the volume as a whole.

1. **Format:** Please include your name and affiliation, and begin with the bibliographic information of the book under review as in the following example (in case of doubt, refer to the the “HoST_Guidelines_for_article_submission” in the journal’s website, which follow the Chicago Manual of Style, 16th ed., or contact the Book Review Editor):


   The full names of historical figures should be given in complete form on the first mention of a person (not initials). Thereafter, use the family name, or in rare cases just the given name. Please avoid footnotes and limit the references to other works. When referring to a book other than the one under review, give publication information (publisher and date) in parentheses. If you use quotations, either from the book under review or other sources, please include the page numbers and publication information in parentheses. If you are quoting from the book under review, please double-check the quotation for typographical errors. Please consult the ethical publication guidelines to which HoST adheres (consult the document Publication Ethics and Publication Malpractice Statement_HoST in the journal’s website)

2. **Length:** 700 to 1,000 words.

3. **Review due:** 90 days from request (or the deadline agreed with the book review editor). If, for any reason, you find yourself unable to provide a review in a timely fashion, please contact us at your earliest convenience so that we can seek an alternative reviewer.

4. **Submission:** Please submit your review electronically via e-mail as an attachment to:

   Jaume Sastre-Juan: bookrevieweditor@johost.eu